
  6:58 pathworld: hi David 

  6:59 simmontemplar: greetings Molly, Agni, Harry, Path !! David and M. Ann !! 

  6:59 Pro agnihridaya: Hello Simon!!!! 

  6:59 simmontemplar: no more Crosby, Still and Nash ! ??? 

  6:59 piandjo: hi simmon. glad you are with us. 

  6:59 Pro markroche: Hi Lab workers  

  6:59 hawklady: hi path, welcome back, i missed you a lot 

  6:59 simmontemplar: I am the glad one to be with you guys 

» Hi George ! 

  7:00 piandjo: lab workers1 yes 

  7:00 silverdale: Hi Simmon! I miss our converdations! 

  dosts: Hi Gang 

  piandjo: Simmon, where are u in the planet tonite? 

  auriah: hi everyone 

  simmontemplar: hold on there ol´friend !! ...lots to talk 

  auriah: hey path! welcome back! 

  Pro agnihridaya: Hi! 

  simmontemplar: In a city that is the MOTHER of the Bardos !! 

  piandjo: MAs mike needs more volume 

  mollymidway: yes, that is the weak mic, we're working on it 

» sounds good now 

  piandjo: great now ma 

  susankester: hello this evening 



  Pro markroche: Piandjo the song was called Everybody wants a piece of God on the Beatless 
Together Again cd 

  simmontemplar: Hi Susan ! 

» Mark ! 

  dosts: this one's dense 

  Pro markroche: Hi Simmon and All 

  mollymidway: ty mark 

» it's a fun chapter 

  Pro agnihridaya: right opinion is only exceeded by understanding and divine illumination 

  lost_horizon: Good evening 

  auriah: hi lost 

  simmontemplar: Hi Au and Lost ! 

  auriah: hi 

  piandjo: nice, agni 

» thx mark 

  lost_horizon: Hi, Simmon 

  simmontemplar: I don´t have a compas for these ralm guys 

  dosts: was that the non phenomenal world? 

  pathworld: hi all 

  hawklady: hi path, welcome back, good to have you here 

  Pro markroche: Hi Pathworld 

  pathworld: ty good to be home 

» feel ilke sh#t today still jet lagged I guess 



  simmontemplar: No clue !!  

  auriah: ralm? 

» yes, i have clues 

  silverdale: realm 

  simmontemplar: thanks Silver 

  auriah: I think, for myself when i'm about to, or amcrossing, has crossed 

» into a chamber 

  dosts: we were talking about that weird voice on the phone that disappeared 

  mollymidway: lol 

  lost_horizon: I don't know if this applies.. I notice changes in mood and attitude. Can these 
correspond to moving into a different chamber? 

  piandjo: i seem to notice a change in tempo, a slowing down, that may stutter a little. a clue for 
me. 

  dosts: or maybe it was an access point we all missed 

  auriah: when i'm crossing I become extremely clumsy... drop things, movements get jerky. 
when crossed its more still and the quality of vision changes, more physical(bodily) antenae 
sensing 

  mollymidway: could be so! 

  lost_horizon: (I am quite at sea with this material) 

  simmontemplar: Could David give an example and escenario of these traps in life ? 

  hawklady: great idea simmon 

  mollymidway: when the karmic wind is active, it may feel like a magnetic push and/or pull to 
move towards or away from something. it usually gets explained by the mind or emotions, rather 
than felt 

  simmontemplar: Thanks David ! 

  dosts: what was it you smelled? do you remember? 



» Moksha also smelled rubbing alcohol before she had one of her psychic seiezures before her 
brain surgery 

  Pro markroche: found that explanation useful Molly, thanks 

  dosts: it was a sensation too 

  lost_horizon: I have smelled smells that I knew had no external origin 

  dosts: or the FEELING of rubbing alcohol 

  mollymidway: yes 

  auriah: not nice!!!! 

  lost_horizon: subtle... but definitely in the vicinity of that sense 

  dosts: doesn't EJ say in some book that 'real love requires great risk' ? 

  pathworld: ya maybe 

  Pro markroche: never thought of it tht way before David, but yes now that you mention it 

  mollymidway: yes, he does say that 

  lost_horizon: I was always averse to risk.. which did me no good whatsoever lol 

  Pro markroche: seems like, almost by definition, when we are 'risking', we are going into 
unchartered territory of some sort 

  auriah: i'd be surprised if my named isn't written! LOL! 

  lost_horizon: lol 

  auriah: i joked it wasn't nice for hime to write names,i know i'm on the list. lol 

  pathworld: lol 

  auriah: I always have dread before, and get clumsy as the body seems to try to keep me from 
going there 

  lost_horizon: never occurred to me clumsiness could be a defense mechanism.. I know 
someone that might apply to 

  mollymidway: clumsiness also occurs in highly electromagnetically charged areas 



  piandjo: outstanding explanation , George 

  auriah: yet I can't seem to stop myself from catapulting myself head first into trouble 
(adventures). lol 

» Once there, everything stills and is calm, serene. 

  mollymidway: even if we are relaxed, we may feel it sometimes in places...dropping things, or 
dishes suddenly exploding 

  auriah: yes, true molly 

» that too 

  Your message was not sent because you are sending messages too quickly. 

  auriah: that too 

  mollymidway: it's a good sign 

  dosts: that's what happens with the Beacon training 

» slowly and simply it allows one to transit from one space or dimension to another consciously 

  auriah: Hehehe... Oooooooh Sheeeeeeeeet 

  mollymidway: radio waves are magical, and most people can understand them as such, if 
they've ever had one go off one station into the static 

  auriah: its true about rememberint our mistakes and taking stock. 

  mollymidway: while in the static--the body is uncertain, and probably could disappear--and 
then re-appear, at the next station...but it's more subtle, maybe? (regarding beacon training) 

  dosts: definitely subtle yet it always works 

  mollymidway: works for me, ever since i discovered radios of any type, including tv and now 
computers...especially loved the old dial-up static sound, 

» as the computer was logging into the ip address of the server (the station where stuff appears) 

  piph: this lifetime i remembered being stuck in a loop of dying from the same ailments and 
weaknesses, and taking care of them this life is making a difference 

  hawklady: that's very insightful Piph 



  auriah: Yes Harry, I've had a similar experience, stuck in one for quite a while.but did not have 
access to respond. TY for your comment 

  mollymidway: the strange experiences are good signs of changes? 

» the same old ailments are just reminders? 

  auriah: i think so. For me, yes. 

  dosts: the same experiences could either be teaching tools or things that cause the greatest 
wounds for us depending on how we use them 

  piandjo: thx piph 

  mollymidway: i like voyaging through static fields with my electromagetic body field, but 
then i'm on anti-convulsants, so i should be quiet here, but i agree with piph 

  dosts:  

  piph: saw it very clearly over the past few yrs, yes infermity, as David said.. and in the past in 
this life i have abandoned the body which isn't balanced enuf way to go 

  dosts: isn't it humility that's paving the way for that? 

  piph: while it was in dreams i see the signs and remembered the symptoms 

» while it was in the waking state i came to comprehend what those signals truly are 

  hawklady: lovely Phip 

  piph: thnx all 

  mollymidway: remembering what we did three or games ago, or three or four lifetimes ago... 

  piph: i had nightmares from when i was a kid, and all the ones where i was dying i was spitting 
my teeth out into my hands.. 

» that was one, and it only became clear as I rebuilt the weakness, that this was what was 
occuring 

» now i am unbuilding the weakness 

  mollymidway: smell and hearing and the sensing of vibrations are magnified greatly at death 



  Pro markroche: what currently being talked of seems to go back to the part about intuiting 
from before 

» and as they say, intuition, use it or lose it, i.e., like any 'muscle' it needs to be exercised, or it 
atrophies. 

  piph: yes, and remember EJ said the Waking state is similar to the hypnotic state,, and 
bringing it into consciousness is voyaging in the machine of the habits 

  hawklady: Piph do you mean voyaging becomes the actual hapbit? 

  simmontemplar: I appologize to the sons and daughters of the Absolute, ...I must vow out for 
tonight; thanks for being here again and sharing such experiences. 

  mollymidway: thank you for coming Simmon! 

  hawklady: gn Simmon 

  silverdale: Adios Amigo - Simmon! 

  lost_horizon: goodnight, Simmon.. good voyaging! 

  mollymidway: you make this place feel definitely wonderful, good night 

  simmontemplar: God noght all friends !! 

  piph: we had the credo not to exchange one habit for the other... and while it is the aim of the 
voyager not to collapse the voyage into the familiar>> 

  auriah: night simmon 

  piandjo: good nite , simmon. talk with you soon. 

  piph: the waking state does become a habit of the machine ,, also called stabilization in the 
waking state..>> 

  simmontemplar: You bet Harry ! bye Auriah ! 

  susankester: bye simmon 

  lost_horizon: Jacob 

  Pro markroche: goodnight Simmon  



  piph: while I can make no claims about that persistence .. i cannot say i know, for my 
subjective experience lies to me. 

  mollymidway: you should say more about unbuilding weaknesses at some time...i would like 
to learn , ty piph 

  Pro markroche: me too Piph 

  piandjo: piph, not collapsing the voyage into the familiar-- exactly! a good thing to remember. 

  piph: (sure molly... physician heal thyself...working away from keyboard) 

» (while listening) 

  mollymidway: cool 

» i don't feel free 

  auriah: me either molly 

  piph: yes, David, while the other side of that ultimate paradox, is that when we resist 
awakening, we resist the very aim , of our claim of a will to work,, treacherous 

  mollymidway: in a car i feel sort of free. it has doors, etc. in a body, it's tricky, because the 
body claims it's subtle voyagers as its own 

  piph: we resist ourself - showing up 

  lost_horizon: it seems to me that this is show is one long clue... I find it hard to stay in the 
current space 

  mollymidway: the machine, our work partner, has the advantage of its complexity, and it's 
tendency to want to find a groove, forever, if possible 

  piph: interesting molly 

  lost_horizon: it wants equilibrium, then gets bored.. lol 

  mollymidway: lol 

  piph: hehe Lost 

  piandjo: thanks again David and MA, and everyone for some really substantial material 
tonight. 



  silverdale: Thanks david and MA for guiding our discussions this evening! 

  mollymidway: thanks for coming everyone! 

  piph: thanks all 

  lost_horizon: it wants to live in a comfortable range of change.. not no change, not extreme 
change.. not too hot or too cold, but juuust right 

  Pro markroche: thanks David, Ma, and All 

  mollymidway: I love chapter 4!! 

  hawklady: Thanks Daivd, and MA and my fellow voyagers 

  lost_horizon: thank you all 

  mollymidway: good night 

  pathworld: Than you all and David. 

  lost_horizon: thanks, David and MA 

  susankester: goodnight 

  piph: great show, David really knows how to get to the heart of it 

  dosts: night yal 

  lost_horizon: g'night 

  auriah: night 

» it went by really fast tonight 

  Pro markroche: I agree Piph, he does so exceptionally well, while simultaneously letting that 
'heart' emerge from all of us 

  auriah: yes piph,i think so too 

  muspelspark3: good night 

  chaknz: good nite, this is Lupe 

  Pro markroche: rather than imposing it on us He's quite masterful at it 



  auriah: hey lupe! 

  Pro markroche: good nite Chaknz aka Lupe 

 


